ELECTRONIC MANOMETER

A DIGITAL, TIME SAVING ALTERNATIVE TO U-TUBE PRESSURE MEASUREMENT.
THREE SCALE: INWG, MBAR AND PSI
RUBBER BOOT WITH BUILT-IN MAGNET

SPECIFICATIONS

- THREE SCALE: INWG, MBAR AND PSI
- MEASURES POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PRESSURE TO 20" WATER GAUGE
- AUTO POWER OFF
- RUBBER BOOT WITH BUILT-IN MAGNET
- 0.01" RESOLUTION BELOW 9.99"
- ACCURACY: +/- 1.0% FS
- RESOLUTION: 0.01" 9.99" TO +9.99 WG
  0.1" <10", +10" WG
- OPERATING RANGE: 32-104 F (0-40 C)
  10-90% RH
  NON-CONDENSING
- BATTERY LIFE: 50 HOURS MIN WITH ALKALINE BATTERY

RENTAL RATES

- 4 HOURS - $5.00
- 8 HOURS - $10.00
- PER WEEK - $25.00
- PER MONTH - $70.00

CUSTOMERS WITHOUT A CURRENT ACCOUNT (IN GOOD STANDING) ON RECORD AT RSC WILL BE REQUIRED TO: LEAVE A COPY OF DRIVERS LICENSE, PAY FOR RENTAL UPFRONT. SECURE WITH A CREDIT CARD (CASH OR CHECK WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED).